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1999. In addition,  on November 5, 1999,  the Company tiled a shelfregistration  for an additional  $1.375 billion in
unsecured  debt.

In August 1999, GTE announced  the initiation of a share  repurchase  program to offset  shares  issued under the
Company’s  employee-benefit  and dividend-reinvestment  programs.  The program includes the repurchase  of up to 26
million shares  of the Company’s currently issued  common stock.  Purchases  will occur in the open  market  from time to
time until the closing  of GTE’s  pending  merger with Bell Atlantic Corporation.  As of September 30, 1999, the Company
repurchased  approximately 6.5 million shares  of its common stock.  As of the end  of October  1999, the Company
repurchased  approximately  13.3  million shares  of its common stock.

During  the first nine months of 1999, GTE maintained $5.0  billion in committed  credit facilities  as primary back up to its
commercial  paper borrowings.  These  facilities  include  a five-year syndicated  line of $2.5  billion for GTE and  a 364-day
syndicated  line of $1.5  billion for certain  domestic  telephone  operating  subsidiaries. Under current terms and conditions,
the $2.5 billion line will mature in June  2002 and the $1.5 billion line, which  was renewed by the Company  in June
1999, will matore in June 2000. In addition to the syndicated  facilities,  $1.0 billion of committed  bilateral  credit lines
were  renewed in June  1999 and,  subsequently,  increased  to $2.0 billion  in October  1999. The bilateral  lines, which  are
shared by GTE and  certain domestic  telephone  operating  subsidiaries,  are aligned with the maturity  date  ofthe existing
364-day  line.

The Company  believes that its present  investment  grade  credit rating and those  of its subsidiaries provide  ready access  to
the capital markets at reasonable  rates  and  provide the Company  with the financial  flexibility  necessary  to pursue  growth
opportunities  as they arise.

On October 8, 1999, the Company  acquired  approximately  half of Ameritech’s  wireless properties. GTE paid $3.25
billion  in cash  for the properties, which are located  in St. Louis, Chicago and  Central  Illinois. This transaction, initially
scheduled  to be completed  on September  30, 1999, closed  on October 8, 1999. As a result of the delay, the Company’s
cash and short-term  debt balances  as of September  30, 1999, are unusually high.

Other Factors That May  Affect Future Results

Regulatory and Competitive Trends

During  the third quarter  of 1999, regulatory and  legislative activity  at both  the state and federal levels continued to be a
direct result  of the Telecommunications  Act of 1996 (Telecommunications  Act). Along with promoting  competition  in
all segments  of the telecommunications  industry,  the Telecommunications  Act was  intended to preserve  and  advance
universal  service.

GTE continued in the third  quarter of 1999, to meet  the wholesale requirements of new competitors.  To date,  GTE has
signed  over 1,100  interconnection  agreements  with other  carriers,  providing  them the capability  to purchase  individual
unbundled  network  elements (UNEs), resell  retail services  and  interconnect  facilities-based  networks. Several  of these
interconnection  agreements were the result  of the arbitration process  established  by the Telecommunications  Act, and
incorporated  prices  or terms  and conditions  based upon the Federal Communications  Commission  (FCC)  roles  that were
subsequently  overtomed  by the Eighth Circuit  Court (Eighth  Circuit) in July 1997. GTE challenged a number  of such
agreements  in federal  district courts  during 1997.

GTE’s position in these  challenges  was supported  by the Eighth Circuit’s  July  1997 decision stating that the FCC had
overstepped  its authority  in several  areas  concerning  implementation  of the interconnection  provisions of the
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Telecommunications  Act. In January 1999, the U.S. Supreme Court  (Supreme Court)  reversed  in part and affirmed in
part  the Eighth  Circuit’s decisions. The Supreme Court reversed the Eighth  Circuit’s  determination  that the FCC had no
jurisdiction  over pricing. As a result, the pricing  rules established by the FCC are now subject  to review on their merits
by the Eighth  Circuit. On the other hand, the Supreme Court vacated the FCC rule  setting  forth  the UNEs that
incumbent local exchange  carriers (ILECs) arc required to provide  to competitive  local  exchange  carriers (CLECs). This
latter ruling has  led to a proceeding before  the FCC concerning what elements had  to be offered and under  what
conditions.

In September 1999, the FCC voted on the matter and the order was issued  on November  5, 1999.  The FCC reaffirmed
that  incumbents  must provide  unbundled access  to five of the original seven  network elements.  ILECs are no longer
required to provide unbundled operator  services,  including directory  assistance. In addition, in certain circumstances,
local  and tandem switching  need not  be unbundled.  The FCC also  found that  state  commissions  can require ILECs to
unbundle  additional  elements as long as they are consistent  with the requirements of the Telecommunications  Act and
the national policy  framework  instituted  in the FCC’s order. Furthermore,  the order precludes  states  from removing
network  elements from the FCC’s  list of unbundling obligations.

In June 1999, the Eighth  Circuit established a schedule  for addressing  the issues  it did not decide  in 1998. The  major
issues  are:  (1) the FCC’s  cost methodology  used  to set prices, (2) its methodology  for setting  wholesale discounts,  (3) the
“proxy  rates”  it set for interconnection,  UNEs, and  wholesale  discounts,  (4) whether ILECs should  be required  to
combine UNEs that  are not  already  combined,  and (5) whether  the FCC can  require ILECs to provide “superior  quality’
to competitors than  what  the ILEC provides to itself. Parties to this action have tiled  briefs and  participated in oral
arguments  on September 17, 1999. A court decision  is expected during the first quarter  of 2000.

Concurrent with competitors’ entry into GTE markets, the Company  has  continued  its own expansion  into  local, long-
distance,  Internet-access, wireless and video  services  both  within and  outside  its traditional  operating  areas.  GTE now
provides long-distance service to approximately  3.2 million customers  and dial-up  Internet-access  services  to
approxtmately  491,000  customers.

Universal  Service

GTE is active before  both  state and  federal regulators  advocating  development  and  implementation  of measures  that  will
meet  the requirements of the universal  service provisions  of the Telecommunications  Act. Specifically,  GTE urges
regulators  to identify  and remove all hidden subsidies  and  to provide  an explicit  replacement mechanism.

In October  1998, the FCC issued an order  selecting  a cost model for universal  service.  On October 22, 1999, the FCC
adopted  an order selecting the cost  inputs  for the federal universal service cost model. Due to unforeseen  delays,  the
FCC has now moved the implementation  date of the new universal  service mechanism  for non-rural  carriers  to January
2000. As a result,  many state regulators are awaiting  FCC action so they can design  their universal service  programs  to
be complementary  with the FCC program.

In July 1999, the United  States  Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit (Fifth  Circuit) affvmed in part, reversed  in part,
and  remanded  in part the FCC’s universal  service  regime. The FCC tiled a Motion For Stay of the Fifth Circuit’s
mandate  so that additional  time could be granted  to address  the implementation  issues associated  with changing  its
existing methods  of assessment  and carrier  recovery of universal  service contributions.  GTE and several  other  parties
also asked  the Fifth Circuit for rehearing  on several  issues.  However, in September 1999 the Fifth Circuit denied  all
motions  for stay  and/or rehearing,  and  established  November 1, 1999 as the effective  date for the original  decision,

On October 8, 1999, the FCC released two orders  in response  to the Fifth Circuit decision.  One order permits  ILECs to
continue  to recover their universal service contributions  from access  charges  or to establish  end user  charges.  The
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second  order changed  the conhibution  basis  for school/library  funding to eliminate calculations based upon intrastate
revenues.

On November 4, 1999, the FCC released  an order dealing  with implementation  of the new FCC federal high cost support
mechanism  for non-rural  ILECs. The effective  date for the new federal universal  service plan is January  1,200O. This
plan  will take contributions  to the federal fund  and  distribute them to states  with higher than  average  costs. The role of
state commissions is to ensure  reasonable  comparability  within  the borders  of a state. Federal high cost  support will be
calculated  by comparing  the nationwide  average  cost  with each  state’s  average  cost  per line, and providing federal
support  for only states  that exceed  135% of the nationwide  average.  To guard  against  rate  shock,  the FCC also adopted  a
“hold harmless”  approach so that  the amount  of support  provided to each  non-rural  carrier  under the new plan will not  be
less than the amount provided  today.

Price Cap

In May 1999, the U.S. Court of Appeals  for the District  of Columbia  (Court) released a decision regarding the FCC’s
choice  of a 6.5% price cap  productivity  factor  in a 1997 order. The Court found the FCC’s choice of a 6.0% base  factor
and a 0.5% Consumer  Productivity  Dividend  to be inadequately supported.  The Court  remanded the matter  back to the
FCC for further  action and  established  an April 2000 date by which  the FCC must complete  its deliberations. The Court
also stayed  application  of its order, allowing  the status  quo use  of the 6.5% productivity factor pending conclusion of the
FCC’s further review.

Interstate Access Revision

Effective  July 1999, access  charges  were further reduced  using  a 6.5% productivity  factor in compliance  with FCC
requirements to reflect  the impacts  of access  charge  reform and in making the Company’s 1999 Annual  Filing. The total
annual  financial  impact of the reduction  was $113 million.  Similar filings during 1997 and 1998 had  already  resulted in
price reductions.

In July  1999, GTE, along with a coalition of local  exchange  and  long-distance  companies, submitted a proposal for
interstate  access  charge  and  universal  service  reform to the FCC. The proposal  would accelerate the shift in access
revenue  recovery from per-minute  to flat-rated charges,  set a schedule  for elimination of the price cap  productivity
factor, and  provide  more explicit support  for universal  service.  In September  1999, the FCC put  the coalition’s  proposal
out  for public comment.

In August 1999, the FCC released  an order pertaining  to access  reform and  pricing flexibility. The order grants  price cap
LECs immediate  flexibility  under certain  circumstances  to deaverage  certain  access  services  and  permits the introduction
of new services  on a streamlined  basis, without  prior  FCC approval.

Advanced Telecommunications Services

The Telecommunications  Act required the FCC to “encourage  the deployment  on a reasonable  and timely basis  of
advanced  telecommunications  capability  to all Americans.” Further,  the FCC was required to conduct  a proceeding
aimed at determining  the availability of advanced  telecommunications, and to take action to remove barriers to
infrastructure  investment  and  to promote  competition.

In March  1999, the FCC released an order adopting  a number of new collocation  rules  designed  to make competitive
entry easier  and  less  costly. These  rules specify how ILECs will manage  such items as alternate collocation
arrangements,  security, space  preparation  cost  allocation, provisioning  intervals, and  space exhaustion. GTE has
appealed  this order to federal  court The FCC also released  a Further  Notice  of Proposed  Rulemaking (FNPRM) seeking
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comment on spectrum  compatibility  issues  and  line sharing.  Line sharing is a concept  wherein  two or more service
providers are allowed  to use  the same  local  loop (e.g.,  voice  and  XDSL). An order 6om the FCC on line sharing  is
expected  in the fourth quarter of 1999.

Number Portability

In December  1998, the FCC released  an order  establishing  cost  recovery  rules for local number  portability (LNP) that
permitted the recovery  of carrier-specific  costs directly  related  to the provision  of long-term  LNP via a federally tariffed
end-user  monthly  charge.  GTE subsequently  filed an LNP tariff with the FCC, and in March 1999 instituted  an end-user
number portability fee. This charge  is levied on all business  and residence  customers  because  all customers  benefit from
the competitive  environment  created  by LNP capability. In June  1999, GTE’s tariffed LNP charge was  reviewed  and
accepted  by the FCC at $0.36 per access  line.

Internet Service Traffic

ILECs are required to provide open access  to all Internet service  providers  (ISPs), while cable television  operators  are
not. Several major cable  television operators  providing  Internet  access  through cable modem facilities arc only offering
their affiliated ISPs to consumers.  Cable television operators  that do allow customers  to select non-afftliated ISPs often
require the customer to also pay  for their afftliated  ISP’s service  (i.e., to pay twice for the same  service).  GTE has been
active in encouraging municipalities  engaged  in reviewing  cable television  mergers  or franchise renewals  to require
cable  modem open  access  as a condition for approval. The City of Portland,  Oregon was first to adopt such  a
requirement and AT&T  has appealed  that  decision.  Arguments  took place November 1, 1999 before  the Ninth Circuit
court.

In October  1999, GTE’s  lntemehvorking  unit tiled  an antitrust  lawsuit  contending that cable TV providers’ refusal  to
provide ISPs with “open  access”  to cable  modem  platforms is a violation of federal antitrust law. The lawsuit tiled in the
U.S. District Court in Pittsburgh,  names T&e-Communications,  Inc., (now a unit of AT&T Corp.), Comcast Corp., and
Excite/&Home and  seeks  an injunction to require open access and  damages.

GTE’s  interconnection  contracts  with CLECs specify that  parties  compensate  each  other for the exchange  of local  traffic,
defined as traffic that  is originated by an end  user  of one party  and  terminating  to the end  user  of the other party within
GTE’s  current local serving area.  It is GTE’s position that  ISP traffic does not satisfy the defmition of local  traffic,  and
that  no compensation should  be paid  to CLECs that switch  this traffic to their ISP customers. In a recent ruling, the FCC
has clarified that ISP traffc is largely interstate,  does not  “terminate” in GTE’s local serving area, and based  on an end-
to-end analysis of the call, is not local  trafftc.  Consistent  with this recent ruling,  GTE has been  disputing  and litigating
bills from CLECs on these calls.

Year 2000 Conversion

State of Readiness

GTE has completed  Year 2000 remediation, conducted  system  testing and returned to production the essential  systems
that  support  its domestic telecommunications businesses.  GTE’s portion  of the public switched  telephone  network
(PSTN) in the United States  has been upgraded  for Year 2000, and  all of GTE’s access  lines  are now operating  using
Year 2000 compliant  central office  switches  and  network  elements.  All other GTE business  units are substantially
complete in Year  2000 conversion  and testing  and  are expected  to be 100% complete  by the end of November 1999.
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GTE’s remaining  efforts continue through March  2000 and  consist  of quality  assurance  and  validation  of Year 2000
efforts across  businesses;  assuring  forward  compliance  of systems  and  services;  planning  for reasonably  foreseeable
contingencies  associated  with the millennium rollover;  and operation of our  corporate Year 2000 communications  watch
center.

Cost to Address  Year 2000 Issues

The estimated  total multi-year cost of GTE’s Year 2000  Program  remains unchanged and  is not expected  to exceed  $400
million.  Through September 30, 1999, expenditures totaled  $358 million. Year  2000  remediation  costs  are expensed  in
the year incurred.  Approximately 68% of GTE’s  program effort involves U.S. domestic  operations.  GTE’s majority-
owned subsidiaries  have  not elected to replace or accelerate the planned  replacement  of any systems  due to the Year
2000 issue. GTE has begun  to reduce  the staff assigned  to the Year 2000 program. From a program peak  of over 1,200
full-time equivalent workers, we are currently  staffed with an estimated 500 full-time equivalent  workers (both  company
employees  and contractors)  worldwide.

Risks of Year 2000 Issues

With the completion of conversion and  system  testing, GTE believes that  the risk of multiple, simultaneous  Year 2000
disruptions  affecting  GTE’s ability to provide  basic  services has  been  substantially  eliminated. While isolated  system
issues may arise, the “most reasonably likely worse  case scenario”  would  he any disroptions resulting from
interoperability  issues with other international  carriers that have  not  completed their Year 2000 efforts or other
circumstances  outside  of GTE’s control.

Contingency Planning

GTE continues  to enhance  its normal  business  continuity  planning  to address  potential  Year 2000 interruptions.  GTE’s
disaster  preparedness  recovery  plans include  procedures  and  activities  for a “multi-regional”  Year 2000 contingency,  if it
occurs.  GTE has established  a corporate Year 2000 communications  watch center that is now operational. Located  in
Dallas, Texas, the watch center will remain  operational  (as required)  through  March  1,200O. The initial  versions  ofour
contingency  plans were completed  during the second  quarter  of 1999. These  contingency  plans  will be kept current
through  the millennium  rollover, and are being tested  (as appropriate).  As of September  30, 1999,79% of the
contingency  plans have  completed  testing, and  the remaining plans are expected to complete  testing by the end  of
November  1999. GTE’s Year  2000 contingency plans  include  business  continuity  planning;  disaster
recovery/emergency preparedness;  millennium rollover planning;  post  millennium degradation  tracking; a network and
information  technology  freeze  period; employee availability  and logistics  backup planning;  “follow-the-sun”  time-zone
impact  analysis;  and  coordination  with other (non-PSTN)  telecommunications  providers.

Recent Accounting Pronouncement

In June  1998, the Financial  Accounting  Standards  Board  issued Statement of Financial  Accounting  Standards  (SFAS)
No. 133, “Accounting  for Derivative Instruments and  Hedging Activities,” which establishes  accounting  and  reporting
standards  for derivative  instroments, including  certain derivative instruments  embedded  in other contracts,  and  for
hedging  activities. The statement requires entities that use  derivative  instruments  to measure  these instruments  at fair
value  and  record  them  as assets  or liabilities on the balance sheet. It also requires entities to reflect  the gains or losses
associated  with changes  in the fair value of these derivatives,  either in earnings  or as a separate  component  of
comprehensive  income,  depending on the nature  of the underlying  contract  or transaction.  The Company is currently
assessing  the impact of adopting SFAS No. 133,  as amended,  which is effective  January I, 2001.
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Recent Developments

On September  2 I, 1999,  Bell Atlantic signed  a definitive agreement with Vodafone AirTouch  Plc to create  a national
wireless  business  composed  of both  companies’ U.S. wireless  assets.  The completion  of this transaction  is subject  to a
number  of conditions,  including  certain regulatory  approvals and  the approval of the shareholders  of Vodafone
AirTouch.  Bell Atlantic  expects  the transaction to close  in six to I2 months  from the date  the agreement  was signed. In
the first year following  the completion  of the merger between  Bell Atlantic and GTE, it is estimated that  the new
wireless business  will dilute  the combined company’s earnings per share  (EPS), 3% on a cash  basis  and 7% on a
generally accepted  accounting  principles (GAAP) basis. The agreement  between Bell Atlantic and Vodafone AirTouch
to create  a new wireless  business  and the agreement between  Bell Atlantic and GTE to merge are independent
transactions, The completion of one  is not contingent upon completion  of the other.

On October 8, 1999,  the Company  completed  its previously  announced  acquisition  of nearly  half of the wireless
properties  formerly  operated  by Ameritech  Corporation  for approximately  $3.25  billion in cash.  These  properties  are
located  in St. Louis,  Chicago and Central  Illinois and  include  I.7 million subscribers.  This transaction  will result  in an
estimated  dilutive  impact  of $.02  per share  in the fourth quarter  of 1999. However, GTE’s previous projection  of 13% to
15% EPS growth in 1999  remains unchanged.

On November  8,1999,  the Company  announced  that it had agreed  to form a company  with Crown  Castle  International
Corp. to own, operate  and  lease  space on the Company’s  existing  network of cell sites. The newly  created  entity will be
controlled by Crown Castle International  Corp. The Company will contribute real estate  and integral equipment,
including approximately  2,300 cellular  towers to the entity, valued at approximately  $900 million, and  will lease  back
these cell sites  by paying  a monthly  lease  fee of approximately  $1,400 per cell site  to the entity.  The Company will
continue  to own other  cell site  equipment, including switching  equipment, antennas  and  other electronic components.

Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

In this Management’s  Discussion and Analysis,  the Company has  made  forward-looking statements.  These  statements
are based  on the Company’s  estimates  and assumptions  and are subject  to certain risks  and  uncertainties.  Forward-
looking statements  include  the information  concerning possible or assumed  future  results  of operations  of the Company,
as well as those  statements  preceded  or followed  by the words “anticipates,” “believes,”  “estimates,” “expects,”  “hopes,”
“targets”  or similar  expressions. For each  of these statements,  the Company  claims the protection of the safe harbor  for
forward-looking  statements  contained in the Private Securities  Litigation Reform Act of 1995.

The future  results  of the Company  could be affected by subsequent  events  and  could differ materially i?om those
expressed  in the forward-looking  statements. If future events and  actual  performance  differ  from the Company’s
assumptions,  the actual  results  could vary signiticantly  born the performance projected  in the forward-looking
statements.

The following  important  factors could  affect the tinme results of the Company  and  could cause  those  results  to differ
materially  from those  expressed  in the forward-looking statements:  1) materially adverse changes  in economic  conditions
in the markets  served  by the Company  or by companies  in which  GTE has substantial investments;  2) material changes
in available  technology;  3) the final  resolution of federal,  state and  local regulatory  initiatives and  proceedings,  including
arbitration proceedings,  and  judicial  review of those  initiatives and  proceedings,  pertaining  to, among other  matters,  the
terms  of interconnection,  access  charges,  universal service, unbundled  network  elements and  resale  rates;  4) the extent,
timing,  success  and  overall effects of competition  from others  in the local  telephone  and  intraLATA toll service  markets;
5) the success  and expense  of our remediation  efforts and those  of our  suppliers, customers, joint ventures,  noncontrolled
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investments  and all interconnecting carriers in achieving Year 2000 compliance; 6) the timing  of, and  regulatory  or other
conditions associated  with, the completion  of our merger with Bell Atlantic and our ability  to combine  operations  and
obtain revenue enhancements  and  cost  savings  following the merger;  and 7) the timing of, and regulatory  or other
conditions associated  with, the completion  of the wireless joint venture between  Bell Atlantic  and Vodafone AirTouch
Plc, and the ability  of the new wireless  enterprise to combine  operations  and obtain revenue  enhancements  and cost
savings. In addition, GTE has embarked  on a major  initiative  to expand  its service  capability in the data  communication,
long-distance and enhanced  services  segments  of the telecommunications marketplace and  to provide  a bundle  of
products  and services  both  in and  outside  of its traditional  service  territories. Whether  the Company  realizes the benefits
of these  initiatives depends  on GTE’s ability to successfully  develop  the network facilities  and  systems  required to
provide these  enhanced  services,  the success  of its marketing initiatives,  the levels of demand  that are created  for these
services  and the level  of competition  the Company  faces as it seeks  to penetrate  new markets  and emerging  markets  for
new products  and  services. While  GTE’s management  believes  that  it will be successful  in implementing  these new
initiatives,  there are uncertainties associated  with its ability  to increase  revenue  and income  growth  rates  to the levels
targeted  through these  initiatives  and  its ability  to do so within  the planned  timegames  or investment levels.

Item 3. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures  About  Market Risk

There has been  no material  change  in GTE’s market  risks since  December  31, 1998.
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Item 6. Exhibits  and  Reports on Form 8-K

(a) Exhibits  required by Item 601 of Regulation S-K

IO Material  Contracts - Form of Separation  Agreement  and  General Release between GTE
Service Corporation  and Thomas  W. White

11 Statement  re: Calculation  of Earnings  per  Common  Share

I2 Statement  re: Calculation  ofthe  Consolidated  Ratio  of Earnings  to Fixed  Charges

27 Financial  Data Schedule

(b) The Company  filed a report on Form 8-K dated  August 26, 1999 under  Item 7, “Financial  Statements  and
Exhibits.”  No thtancial  statements  were  included  with this report.

The Company  tiled a report on Form 8-K dated  September  21, 1999  under  Item 5, “Other Events”,  and
Item 7, “Financial  Statements and  Exhibits.” No financial  statements  were  included with this report.
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GTE Corporation
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Date: November  IO, 1999
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ls/ Paul R. Shuell
Paul R. Shuell

Vice President and Controller

Is/ Marianne Drost
Marianne Drost

Secretary
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Exhibit I I

GTE CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARlES
Calculation of Earnings (Loss) per Common Share

(Unaudited)

Three Months Ended Nine Months Ended
September 30, September 30,

1999 1998 1999 1998
(In Millions, Except Per-Share Amounts)

Net income:
Before extraordinary charges
Extraordinary charges

Consolidated net income

$ 1,368 $ 822 $ 3,056 $ 1,637
__ __ (30) (320)

$ 1,368 $ 822 $ 3,026 S 1,317

Average basic common shares 978 964 973 962

Adjustments to basic common shares:
Add - Employees’ stock and stock option plans 8 4 7 5

Adjusted average diluted common shares 986 968 980 967

EARNINGS (LOSS) PER COMMON SHARE:

Basic(l)
Before extraordinary charges
Extraordinary charges

Consolidated

$ 1.40 $ .85  $ 3.14 $ 1.70
-_ __ (.03) (.33)

$ 1.40 $ 35 $ 3.11 $ I .37

Diluted (2)
Before extraordinary charges
Extraordinary charges

Consolidated

S 1.39 IF .85 $ 3.12 $ 1.69
__ __ (.03) (.33)

$ 1.39 $ .85 $ 3.09 $ 1.36

(1) Computed by dividing net income available to common stockholders by the weighted-average number of common
shares outstanding during the period.

(2) Reflects the potential dilution that could occur if securities or other contracts to issue common stock were exercised or
converted into common stock or resulted in the issuance of common stock.
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atio of Earnings to Fixed C

harges
(U

naudited)

Fixed charges:
Interest expm

se
D

ividends on preferred securities of subsidiaries
A

dditional incom
e requirem

ent on preferred dividends ofsubsidiaries
Portion of rent expense representing imeres*

D
educt-M

inority inkrestS

A
djusted fixed charges

RA
TIO

 O
F EA

RN
lN

G
S TO

 FlX
ED

 CH
A

RG
ES

5.22
(a)

3.49
(b)

3.98
4.27

4.00
4.18

N
ine M

onths Ended
Septem

ber 30, 1999
1998

Y
ears Ended D

ecem
ber 31,

1997
1996

19%
1994

(D
ollars in M

illions)

$
3,056

5
2,492

S
2,794 

s
2,798 

I
2,538

$
2,441

1,754
1,553

I .624
I;283

1,614
1,464

1,532
992

1,397
1,146

1,151
1,139

(8)
(7)

(13)
(35)

(23)
65)

__
6

IO
72

98
101

lo6
98

I8
2

5
7

10
IO

12
25

199
155

149
145

140
99

155
133

131
128

140

5,992
5,892

6,084
5,919

5,519
5.426

(37)
(329)

(280)
(263)

(246)
(243)

S
5,563

$
5,804

s
5,656

s
5,213

s
5,183

s
5,955

S
99212299

1,165
(25)

s
1,140

S
1,397

s
1,283

S
1,146

s
1,151

$
1,139

98
101

I@6
98

18
5

7
IO

10
I2

155
133

I31
128

140

1,655
1,524

1393
1,387

1,309
(60)

(66)
(68)

(70)
(68)

s
1,595

S
1,458

$
1325

S
1,317

S
1,241

(a)
Excluding pretax special item

s of $(1,026) m
illion, or S(605) m

illion aReW
ax (see N

ote 3 in Paa I. Financial Inform
ation), the C

om
pany’s ratio ofearnings to fixed charges for the nine m

onihs
ended Septem

ber 30, I’%
9 would have been 4.32.

(b)
Excluding pntax special item

s ofS755 m
illion, or $482 m

illion &
a-tax (see N

ote 3 in Pa? I. Financial Inform
ation), the C

om
pany’s ratio of earnings to fixed charges for the year ended

Decem
ber 3 I, 1998 would have been 3.96.


